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Report For Michael J. Fox

Moon
Michael J.'s Moon in Transit's 11th House
Opening up your emotional side will bring Transit ever closer with ease, as you
somehow feel like an old friend already. Your feelings open a door to higher
things for Transit, making you a gateway for intimate aspirations if you choose.
Michael J.'s Moon Sextile Transit's Moon
Although you may both have different feelings about any situation you encounter,
you'll pretty much agree on a gut level and your emotional reactions will blend
and support each other. You intuit what is in common underneath it all.
Michael J.'s Moon Sextile Transit's Sun
Push and pull, throw and receive, go easily with the two of you, like a baseball
team tossing the ball around the bases. One thing leads easily to another if you
don't let your minds get in the way. Ask for it, receive, and pass it back easy.

Sun
Michael J.'s Sun in Transit's 1st House
Your inner drive can come so close to Transit's self-image that you may find
yourself in competition. On the other hand, if you are willing to let go of ego, you
can both hand off operations and cover the inner and outer sides of life as one.
Michael J.'s Sun Square Transit's Mercury
If you feel that Transit doesn't sum you up very well, you may be right. You're not
totally beyond description, by may be beyond Transit's. Nevertheless, you can
learn a lot from what you hear, as there's more out there than meets your eye.
Michael J.'s Sun Trine Transit's Venus
Who you are and what Transit likes will usually be in the same ballpark, if not
always participating in the same play. Look for support and admiration more than
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instant gratification -- there's a background of warmth that pulls you together.
Michael J.'s Sun Square Transit's Mars
Competition may spark or mar this relationship, and if it gets too hot, back off to
avoid the punches. Avoid wasting each other's energies in beating around the
bush, repositioning. Define mutual goals or establish separate ones.
Michael J.'s Sun Trine Transit's Midheaven
Anything you say about Transit can and likely will be seen as favorable. Even
passing praise is looked upon as solid support and background underpinnings
for Transit's reputation. It's not something to strive for, as it's honest and comes
naturally.

Mercury
Michael J.'s Mercury in Transit's 2nd House
What you have to say about Transit's bank account may be right on the mark,
but don't get roped in as a financial advisor unless you're sure it won't leave you
in the red. Address moral issues instead, if you want to keep your distance.
Michael J.'s Mercury Conjunction Transit's Moon
When Transit is at a loss for words to express the feelings of the moment, you
can probably provide them. Conversely, Transit likely intuits what you are going
to say before the words leave your mouth. It's a mind/emotion link that may
sometimes amaze.
Michael J.'s Mercury Trine Transit's Sun
You've probably got a pretty good grip on where Transit is coming from, even if
you don't bother to write down chapter and verse. A good thumbnail sketch in
the mind is sufficient to explain all, as details won't be demanded.
Michael J.'s Mercury Trine Transit's Mars
Suggestions for things to do or say are few and far between; because you both
already are pretty well clued-in and so don't have to debate it. You don't have to
critique Transit's efforts, just give the nod, and your approval will be noted.
Michael J.'s Mercury Trine Transit's Saturn
If you want solid long-term support for your ideas, Transit is likely to provide it, or
at least will always be there to give you the A-OK sign when you need it. A lot of
things just go without saying between you, which is as it should be.
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Venus
Michael J.'s Venus in Transit's 11th House
If you choose to be close friends with Transit, chances are you will succeed.
There is a nature and mutual desire for intimacy here, which by itself will rule
unless seriously interfered with or made simply impossible through circumstance.
Michael J.'s Venus Sextile Transit's Moon
You don't have to hit on Transit to heavily to get what you want. A quiet request
should get you the reaction you're looking for without demand or stress. In fact,
the less words the better -- let understood feelings run the show.
Michael J.'s Venus Sextile Transit's Sun
Transit's style is innately pleasing, though may not go out of the way to please
you specifically. There's a sort of casual contentment that's spread around easily
which you can pick up on as a matter of course. No strain, definitely no pain.

Mars
Michael J.'s Mars in Transit's 4th House
You can be a foundation-shaker where Transit is concerned, but don't rattle the
cage unless you have something preferable to provide. Assaults upon the home
front, however well-meaning, should come with prior warning -- avoid Pearl
Harbor.
Michael J.'s Mars Opposition Transit's Venus
What you deliver and what Transit wants may not exactly be in sync, and getting
a close personal relationship together may take more time as a result.
Compromise may work, but each should have other outlets as well to stay
centered.
Michael J.'s Mars Square Transit's Saturn
Working with Transit may be a bit draining, due to picking up extra baggage or
needless repetition in the process of getting things done. It's good for very
exacting tasks, but average efforts will turn out to be less than fuel-efficient.
Michael J.'s Mars Opposition Transit's Midheaven
Your efforts on Transit's behalf, if you choose to extend any, are probably better
off focused on the personal rather than the professional level. Unasked for
assistance can skew Transit's course, and deciding what to do mutually can
result in disarray.
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Jupiter
Michael J.'s Jupiter in Transit's 9th House
You can be a key to expanding growth and large-scale plans for Transit, so don't
hesitate to inject your own fresh ideas to encourage an upward spiral. You don't
have to provide all the answers, just plant the seeds of a new crop and let
Transit grow and nurture it.
Michael J.'s Jupiter Trine Transit's Jupiter
Together you have a good sense of where you fit into larger scale developments
and can give each other good free advice on where you've been and where you
might go next. Development without competition can make for good partnership.
Michael J.'s Jupiter Trine Transit's Ascendant
Mutual praise and admiration is easily expressed by the simple act of being
comfortable together and feeling that in itself is taking you somewhere. Looking
good is feeling good, and vice versa, and it doesn't take words to say it.

Saturn
Michael J.'s Saturn in Transit's 9th House
When Transit goes too extremely blue-sky, you can be just the person to say
pick a program and get with it. Too much speculation means too little gets done.
On the other hand, don't pooh-pooh Transit's dreams, as they are the stuff of the
future.
Michael J.'s Saturn Trine Transit's Jupiter
Even when you have differing philosophies about a wide range of things, they
will not seem to get in the way. You will find yourselves discovering common
ground anyway, along with an easy live and let live attitude.

Uranus
Michael J.'s Uranus in Transit's 4th House
It may be hard not to shake up Transit's foundations every now and then -- it just
comes naturally and seems so appropriate. But Transit may not feel that way, so
look before you leap into long-held sensitive areas more critical than you may
think.
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Neptune
Michael J.'s Neptune in Transit's 6th House
Transit's routine may somewhat mystify you, but for that very reason it is
probably not a good idea to meddle with it. Each person's work and daily duties
are organized in a personal way sometimes not apparent to others. Give
suggestions if you must, but let it be.

Pluto
Michael J.'s Pluto in Transit's 4th House
When it comes to Transit, remember that home is sacrosanct and not to be
lightly tampered with. Not necessarily because of Transit's personality, but
because you may be compulsively tempted to tamper. Assault the castle, the
drawbridge goes up, with the moat between.

Midheaven
Michael J.'s Midheaven Square Transit's Mercury
Don't be surprised if Transit's view of your professional life gets a little
complicated. To Transit your personal life seems clear, but when you go public
things can get tangled, so listen to the personal side, and take care of your own
publicity.
Michael J.'s Midheaven Square Transit's Mars
Transit's efforts to become involved in your public life may be well-meaning but
can wind up with your having to pick up spills or getting side-tracked from your
intended path. Better to use Transit's talents closer to home where they can free
your energies for other tasks.
Michael J.'s Midheaven Opposition Transit's Jupiter
Schemes that Transit cooks up on your behalf may be intended to make you
famous, but also may be more complicated than they seem and more trouble
than they're worth. If it doesn't yield success quickly, move on to something else
in this area.
Michael J.'s Midheaven Sextile Transit's Midheaven
A good word about Transit is likely to spill over into a good word about you, and
you'll likely find less competition with each other in the marketplace than you
might otherwise expect. Mutual benefits become such because the rest of the
world believes it.
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Michael J.'s Midheaven Opposition Transit's Ascendant
Sorting out how you both are related publicly and privately may take some
tending to, as one may become confused with another, both personally and in
the eyes of others. Just figure out what your story is going to be, then stick with it.

Ascendant
Michael J.'s Ascendant Conjunction Transit's Venus
You may look attractive indeed to Transit, just the person that suits the moment.
Conversely, Transit's diplomatic and social abilities can go a long way to make
you look your best. Whatever the relationship, you'll both decorate the
surroundings when you're working together.
Michael J.'s Ascendant Square Transit's Saturn
Criticism of your personal appearance and presentation may be sincere but
misplaced, so don't take it too seriously if you think it's not justified. When others
judge you, ultimately you must be the judge.
Michael J.'s Ascendant Conjunction Transit's Midheaven
Your personal appearances can go a long way in increasing Transit's reputation,
and the two may wind up being bound together if you let it happen. That makes
you a good PR rep for Transit, whose good name will bring you personal
benefits.
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